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The *World Cultures* journal (ISSN 1045-0564) is published twice annually by the Anthropology Program and the Department of Social Sciences at York College, CUNY, 94-20 Guy R. Brewer Blvd, Jamaica, NY 11451, USA. Telephone: (718) 262-2982. Fax: (718) 262-3790 or 2027. Email: DivaleBill@aol.com. The journal consists of a combination of paper and electronic media. Postmaster: Send address changes to World Cultures, Publisher, Dr. William Divale, Department of Social Sciences, York College, CUNY, 94-20 Guy R. Brewer Blvd, Jamaica, NY 11451, USA.

MISSION. *World Cultures* provides scholars and students of culture with the benefits of a fifty-year-old tradition in cross-cultural research - access to most of the important published and unpublished comparative research materials on human cultures by established leaders in the field as well as new contributors. These materials are published in succinct form, commonly as aggregate cultural data in coded form on a large sample of societies, interpreted with the aid of detailed codebooks. Auxiliary materials include sampling frames, bibliographies, descriptions of societal foci, and programs for displaying relationships or distributions in tables, maps, or other forms. The journal does not include the ethnographic publications from which most of the coded data are derived via expert readers, judges, or coders. The provision of such materials is the function of a library or archival system, such as the Human Relations Area Files. Besides ethnographic data, *World Cultures* publishes data from such diverse sources as historical, economic, or political analyses, weather stations or satellites, such as are applicable to ethnographically described societies and their ecosystems.

The electronic aspect of the journal provides text and numerical file data in a form for manipulation by electronic word processors, statistical packages, and graphics software. General-purpose software may occasionally be distributed with the journal under the shareware concept. The reader may tailor the journal to his/her own needs, programs, and applications. Special purpose or instructional software may occasionally be provided such as is made available by contributors. Data files are provided in both ASCII and SPSS for Windows format.

POLICY. *World Cultures* welcomes articles, data, and comparative research material, dealing with any aspect of human groups, from social scientists of any country. Publication of any comparative database, regional or worldwide, will be considered on the basis of scope and quality. Submissions of programs and teaching materials are welcomed and will be considered from the viewpoint of the evolving skills of the general readership. Brief communications on research, coding, sources, and other materials of interest to comparative researchers are welcomed.

CONTRIBUTIONS. Codes, articles, or other materials should be submitted in printed form or on diskettes, preferably in WordPerfect format. Authors are free to republish material in other journals. Send contributions to J. Patrick Gray, Department of Anthropology, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, Milwaukee, WI 53201, email: jgray@uwm.edu

SUBSCRIPTION. The subscription fee is $30 per volume, which includes all past volumes of the Journal as well on CD. In addition, a starter kit consisting of the MAPTAB program together with all variables measured for the Standard Cross-Cultural Sample from prior volumes will be given to new subscribers at no cost. Student subscriptions are $20 annually. Send subscriptions requests to: *World Cultures*, Dr. William Divale, Social Sciences, York College, 94-20 Guy R. Brewer Blvd, Jamaica, NY 11451, USA. Telephone: (718) 262-2982. Fax: (718) 262-3790 or 2027. Email: DivaleBill@aol.com.
COPYRIGHT. The World Cultures journal is protected by both United States Copyright Law and International Treaty provisions. Therefore, you must treat Journal issues and component files and software JUST LIKE A BOOK OR ORDINARY JOURNAL, with the following single exception. WORLD CULTURES authorizes the user to make archival copies of the Journal for the sole purpose of backing up your diskette files and software and protecting your investment from loss. By saying, "just like a book", the publisher means, for example, that a given issue may be used by any number of people and may be freely moved from one computer location to another so long as there is NO POSSIBILITY of it being used at one location while it is being used at another.
Contents And How To Use This Issue

This issue of WORLD CULTURES contains five stand alone articles and an important research tool for holocultural research contributed by James Dow. Dow’s contribution is the entire sccs data base in a data frame that can be loaded into R. In his two articles in this issue Douglas White illustrates how SPSS with the *.sav data files provided by WORLD CULTURES can be used to teach cross-cultural research (check White’s web site for the current versions of these chapters and for other materials). As Dow notes, R offers several advantages as an alternative or complement to SPSS. A major advantage is that it is free. It is much easier to program than SPSS and its user community has developed hundreds of free packages. A major barrier to its wider use is that it has a steeper learning curve than SPSS and the materials available for learning R are somewhat limited. If you want to explore Dow’s contribution, or R in general, I highly recommend Peter Dalgaard’s book *Introductory Statistics with R* (Springer, 2002). If you have developed R programs that might be of use in cross-cultural research, I encourage you to submit them to the journal.

---J. Patrick Gray
World Cultures CD Data Disk

The CD with this issue of *World Cultures* contains the following files in the different directories. In addition, with this issue of WC we begin a new feature where we include the Program and Abstracts of the Annual Meetings of the Society for Cross-Cultural Research.

\WORLD CULTURES VOL 14#2
WC14#2.DOC Issue in Word 2000 and PDF format

There are also two subdirectories in \WORLD CULTURES VOL 14#2:

\DOW
This subdirectory contains the sccs.Rdata file discussed in Dow’s article.

\DEMEO
This subdirectory contains *.tif files for the figures in DeMeo’s article.

In addition, there are the following directories on the CD:

\Corrected Maptab Data Files
This subdirectory contains the Maptab program plus the Maptab data files for the SCCS.

\Ethnographic Atlas Revised by World Cultures
This subdirectory contains the complete revised *Ethnographic Atlas* of 112 variables for 1267 cultures. Data file is in SPSS *.sav format.

\Std Cross-Cultural Sample Manuals
This subdirectory contains the codebooks for the 2,000 variables in the SCCS and the ethnographic references for the 186 societies in the sample.

\Std Cross-Cultural Sample SPSS Data Files
This subdirectory contains all the variables (approx. 2,000) published for the *Standard Cross-Cultural Sample* with codebooks (186 societies). Data file is in SPSS *.sav format.

\Western North American Indians Data Set
This subdirectory contains all the variables (approx. 441) for the 172 North American Indian societies compiled by Dr. Harold Driver. Data file is in SPSS *.sav format.

\World Cultures Volumes 01#1 – 14#1
This subdirectory contains all previous issues of *World Cultures* (1#1 to 14#1).
\textbf{Society for Cross-Cultural Research}

This subdirectory contains the Annual Program and Abstracts of the meetings of the Society for Cross-Cultural Research. At present we have the programs and abstracts for the SCCR meetings in 1989, 1998, 2001, 2002, and 2004. These files are in PDF format.

\textbf{Future Codes:} The next issue of \textit{World Cultures} (vol. 15#1) will contain several new codes for the Standard Cross-Cultural Sample. Codes will be for Homosexuality and Transvestites, Female Status, Status of the Aged, and Individualism-Collectivism.

\textit{William Divale}
Social Evolution and History

The new international Journal ‘Social Evolution and History’ (SEH), has been founded to meet the needs of those seeking an understanding of how human societies developed in the past and continue to develop in the present. While dozens of journals dealing with organic evolution have the words ‘Biological Evolution’ in their titles, hardly a journal exists in the whole world which includes ‘Social Evolution’ in its title. This alone seems like a compelling reason to establish a new journal, devoted in title and contents, to social evolution specifically.

The editors believe that Social Evolution and History is the appropriate title for this new journal. It suggests not only the journal’s contents, but also its theoretical perspective. The journal will focus on the achievements of different sciences, and examine social transformations, not as a stream of disjointed events, but as an intelligible and determinate process, whether involving a shorter or a longer time span.

The journal’s aim is to contribute to the integration of such fields of knowledge as anthropology, history, sociology, and the philosophy and theory of history. Such integration has been lacking until now, though its necessity has long been felt acutely felt by the academic community. The journal Social Evolution and History is devoted to the study of many aspects of the evolutionary changes that have occurred over the long course of human history. We expect to publish theoretical, analytical, and synthetic articles. In its concern with the theoretical dimensions of human history, SEH will highlight crucial moments and components of history, as well as the various evolutionary pathways traveled by the world's societies, from simple villages to civilizations. One of foci of the Journal will be on the cultural activities of human beings, encompassing all spheres of everyday life. It will reflect the processes and simultaneities of cultural change that have occurred on both the microhistorical and macrohistorical levels.

The Journal is published in English twice a year in March and September. Two parts form a volume.

Invitation to Subscription

If you would like to subscribe to Social Evolution & History, please contact one of the authorized distributors (see below). The prices suggested by the Journal Publisher are as follows: regular subscription rate for institutions is $50.00 per year, single issue rate $33.00. Individuals may subscribe at a one-year rate of $25.00, single-issue $17.00. Special subscription rates are available to students: $16.00, single-issue $10.00. However, please note that the Journal distributors naturally have the right to establish subscription rates of their own, and their prices may differ from one distributor to another.
The Social Evolution & History distributors:

1. East View Publications Inc.
Address in the USA: 3020 Harbor Lane North, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55447 Tel.; +(763) 550-0961, Fax +(763) 559-2931
E-mail: eastview@eastview.com, periodicals@eastview.com
Address in Russia: 6/3 Azovskaja Ulitsa, Moscow 113149
Tel.: +7(095) 318-0937, 777-6557
Fax: +7(095) 318-0881, E-mail: sales@mosinfo.ru
There you can find hardcopy and electronic catalogues. The electronic catalogue is also available from http://www.eastview.com. (To find our Journal on the site and get all the necessary information you need only to type its name [Social Evolution & History] in the “Product Search” window). Note that by the moment the site indicates erroneously that the Journal is published in Russian, whereas in fact it is published in English. This mistake will be corrected soon.
For all other permissions, requests or inquiries, please contact East View Publications Inc. directly.

2. JSC “MK-Periodica”
You can subscribe through one of the partners of “MK-Periodica” in your country or through “MK-Periodica” directly.
E-mail: info@periodicals.ru
Address: 39 Gilyarovskogo Ulitsa, Moscow 129110, Russia. Tel.: +7(095) 281-91-37, 281-97-63; fax +7(095) 281-37-98. There you can find hardcopy and electronic catalogues.
For all other permissions, requests or inquiries, please contact “MK-Periodica” directly.

3. “Nauka-Export” Company
Address: 90 Profsoznaja Ulitsa, Moscow 117997, Russia
Fax: +7(095) 334-74-79, 334-71-40.
E-mail: nauka@naukae.msk.ru
There you can find a hardcopy catalogue “Periodicals of Russia”
“Nauka-Export” Company can send information about our journal by E-mail, fax, or by post for your request.
For all other permissions, requests or inquiries, please contact “Nauka-Export” Company directly.

Address : 14 Dobrolyubova Prospekt, Office 358, St. Petersburg 197198, Russia
Tel/ fax: 7(812)238-95-94; 233-59-16.
E-mail: bi@thesa.ru
http://www.thesa-key.com
You can subscribe to our Journal both through this site, or contacting this Publishing House by ordinary, or electronic mail. The payment can be made by check, or credit card. The relevant information is available at the above mentioned site.

For all permissions, requests or inquiries, please contact: “Uchitel” Publishing House E-mails: uchitel@avtlg.ru, ph_uchitel@vistcom.ru, lgrinin@vistcom.ru
Tel.: +7(8442)46-85-45, Fax +7(8442) 46-85-53.
Address: 82-53, Bystrova Ulitsa, Volgograd 400067, Russia
Your letters and calls are always welcomed!
You can order a free sample copy by mailing your request to:
“Uchitel” Publishing House
82-53 Bystrova Ulitsa
Volgograd 400067
Russia